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Supply Chain Management (SCM)
Strategies of Construction Sand
- Focusing the re-estimation of the value of sea sand -

1. Purpose
▸This study aims to present strategies of supply chain management
(SCM) of construction sand by re-estimating the value of sea
sand, which has been relatively underestimated than in overseas.
These strategies intend to reduce the ratio of using sea sand
from the current level of 11.5% (14.57 million ㎥) to 5% by 2022,
while raising the use of alternative aggregate.

2. Methodologies and Features
1) Methodologies
▸This study mainly consists of three parts. First, it re-estimated
the value of sea sand considering non-market value such as
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environmental impacts and others. Second, the study carried out
a public survey on reduction and management strategies of sea
sand. Third, it identified a relatively difficult structure of sea
sand logistics, while analyzing the possibility as well as measures
of supplying alternative sand in case of reduced supply of sea
sand.

▸Having conducted literature review, consultation with experts,
survey, statistical analysis and the analysis of an econometric
model, the present study re-estimated the value of sea sand,
presenting reduction and management strategies of sea sand.
It also analyzed the possibility of supplying the quantity of
reduced sea sand.
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2) Features
▸Given environmental factors, this study re-estimated the value
of sea sand followed by a survey of public awareness on the
necessity and methods of reducing and managing sea sand that
the government had announced. Then, the study analyzed the
possibility of replacing the reduced quantity of sea sand with
other sand resources and alterative aggregate, and presenting
their supply and management strategies. To achieve these goals,
the study was conducted with the following four major pillars.

▸First, the value of sea sand was re-estimated by analyzing the
WTP (willingness to pay) on sea sand targeting the public.

▸Second, the study estimated the quantity in case of reducing
the sea sand extraction ratio to 5% from the total aggregate ratio
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by 2022. Then, it seeks to discover alternative aggregate (crushed
sand, recycled aggregate, screened and crushed aggregate and
dredged soil etc.) to replace the reduced amount and estimate
its supply capacity.

▸Third, problems are identified from the perspective of the whole
supply chain from extracting sea sand, processing production
to supplying them to places of consumption.

▸The study intends to find impediments that have prevented the
value of sea sand from increasing, as well as hindering the ratio
of sea sand from cutting to 5%. Then, it presents policy measures
to address them.

3. Results
1) Summary
▸According to the analysis of logistics process of sea sand, more
than half of sea sand enters into Incheon port. This is because
the construction volume is concentrated to metropolitan areas,
while exclusive economic zones (EEZ) in the Yellow Sea are close
to Incheon port.
-

The logistics cost for transporting sea sand from extraction area
to construction site accounts for approximately one third of the
total production cost of extracting sea sand aggregate. Due to
such a relatively high cost, most sea sand is supplied to
neighboring areas of ports.
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capita is considered 1, Japan stands at 0.15 and the US and the
UK are around 0.6 level. What it means is that Korea’s
dependency ratio of sea sand is quite high.
-

This is because the quality of sea sand is good given its cost.
In addition, it is easy to acquire sea sand since residents do
not live in extraction areas, showing little resistance against
environmental problems.

▸According to a public survey targeting 700 people, respondents
say that the price of sea sand should include the cost for
recovering natural resources and ecosystems, compensation for
the damage of fish stocks and resource value for future
generations.

▸Respondents of the survey said that dredged soil at ports and
recycled aggregate should replace sea sand as alternative
resources. Furthermore, most respondents said that changing
construction methods and technological development are
necessary to reduce the use of sea sand.
-

74.7% of survey respondents said that it is necessary to use
recycled aggregate but only 50% said they are willing to live in
a building made with them. Therefore, it is essential to relieve
the public anxiety through quality and safety management of
sand in the overall supply chain.

▸The study estimated householders’ willingness to pay (WTP) for
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▸Assuming that South Korea’s extracted quantity of sea sand per

the government’s policy of reducing the extracted quantity of
sea sand. The result shows that 1㎥ of sea sand has 35,041 won
of non-market value on average, in addition to 15,000 won of
market value.

▸There are four strategies for enabling the smooth supply of
alternative sand to respond to reduced quantity of sea sand;
-

Construction methods for foundation construction in ports and
earth sheltering works should be changed to the one using cement
and gravel instead of using sand.

-

It is necessary to replace sea sand with dredging soil, recycled
sand, crushed stone and slag sand for various port constructions,
such as reclaiming method, Caisson sealing method and ground
improvement method etc.

-

The quantity of sea sand used for ready mixed concrete should
be reduced based on technological development of recycled
aggregate, the establishment of management standards and
systematic quality control.

-

The environment for carrying imported sand into domestic ports
should be improved by constructing a sand exclusive port with
the capacity of 50,000 tons when certain conditions are met;
reduced time for inspection and customs clearance, ship-to-ship
loading and unloading and securing enough traffic volume.
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▸The study suggests the establishment of a guideline for sea sand
extraction considering the life cycle of ecological environment.
-

The guideline for sea sand extraction considering the life cycle
of ecological environment should be made as follows. Based on
a preliminary survey of fishing stocks, ecological environment,
submarine resources, the depth of aggregate resources and
quantity of sand for subjected seas, sand extraction areas and
the quantity and methods of extraction should be designated.
Then, it is necessary to conduct a recovery project by assessing
the environmental impacts before and after the extraction.

▸The study suggests the establishment of a guideline for classifying
dredging soil, which can allow port construction to actively use
quality dredging soil as an alternative to sea sand. Furthermore,
it is necessary to develop a technology for recycling dredging
soil, while designating candidate areas for extracting aggregate
for port construction.

▸Given the trend of putting emphasis on the environment and
unifying water management, the management of sea sand should
also be unified and placed under the Ministry of Oceans and
Fisheries. In addition, it is necessary to improve laws and systems
to change permissions of sea sand.

▸It is important to change the system to make causers (polluters)
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2) Policy suggestions and relevant activities

to take a burden of social cost for extracting sea sand (Cooperation
Charge on Conservation of Marine Ecosystem).

▸It is appropriate to charge the usage fee for extracting sea sand
(occupancy fees and use fees of public waters) in proportion
to the market price or the rate of profit in accordance with
the benefit principle

▸The study suggests the establishment of a recovery program for
sea sand extraction areas. When recovery is not available, an
alternative recovery program should be implemented.

▸Statistics for construction sand should be managed from the
whole supply chain and disclosed to the public, including
origin/destination (O/D) data as well as places and amounts of
consumption. This is essential to determine the amount of supply
and demand considering environmental problems of sea sand
extraction.

3) Expected benefits including policy contribution
▸This study serves as a basic data for changing the awareness
and forming a consensus on sea sand. Therefore, sea sand can
be considered as an important resource for preserving beautiful
environment of oceans, while protecting people from natural
disasters instead of a low-priced construction material.

▸This study presents the necessity of consolidating the statistics
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departments. Therefore, government departments should consider
two factors of sand consumption and ecological environment
from the perspective of supply chain to stabilize the supply and
demand of sand.

▸Lastly, the study proposes the improvement of financial
incentives, such as charges and use fees for extracting sea sand.
Such incentives allow users to pay for the environmental cost
for using sea sand, which is a public good, as well as for paying
the price for the use. In doing so, it will alleviate the excessive
use of sea sand and promote the sustainable use of resources.
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and management of construction sand by relevant government

